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INQUIRY NO: AFD: PUR: SCRAP: 2023:12                                   DUE DATE: 15.12.2023 
 

INQUIRY FOR SALE OF SCRAP ITEMS FROM AFD AND PFP 
Please read the following terms carefully & submit your most lucrative offers to us in the enclosed 
format. 
 
1. Due date is 15.12.2023 before 5 PM. Kindly submit your offer in mail (signed scan copy of 

offer in given format) with proffered subject “inquiry AFD: PUR: SCRAP: 2023:12“                                  
to yagnik.vyas@amul.coop and Cc to bharat.naik@amul.coop before due date /time 
mentioned above. No offer will be considered after submission of due date/time.  

 
2. You are requested to visit plant and see scrap items and its condition before quoting rates. For further 

details/visual inspection of scrap material; you may visit between 11 AM to 4 PM  for during 08.12.2023 
to 15.12.2023 

 
3. The contract period will be for period up to 06.06.2024 from date of order. AmulFed Dairy 

reserves the right to extend the contract, if necessary, for the period of maximum 1.5 months 
on the same terms and conditions. 

 
4. All types of applicable Taxes, Excise levies etc. on scrap items will have to be borne by the 

contractor and the rates shall be quoted exclusive of all applicable taxes. 
 
5. You will submit necessary EMD (Individually) for each and every item for which bidding 

is done. Offers submitted without EMD, against interested items would be summarily rejected. 
No correspondence will be entertained in this matter. 

 
6. Bids for the scrap item shall be submitted in the format enclosed. You can transfer EMD 

electronically to our account “BANK NAME: HDFC BANK, ACCOUNT NAME: AMULFED 
DAIRY (A UNIT OF GCMMF LTD), A/C NO: 00060310001593, BRANCH: NAVRANGPURA, 
IFSC CODE: HDFC0000006.” You have to ensure that EMD amount must have reflected 
in our account before tender submission time. You have to provide RTGS/NEFT details to 
AFD in advance before tender submission like UTR no.AFD shall not accept tender without 
require information.  Any delay in deposition EMD by electronic mode/NEFT/RTGS shall be 
your responsibility. 

 
7. EMD of successful bidders shall be converted in to Caution Money Deposit on signing of 

contract. EMD of unsuccessful bidders shall be refunded without interest within 45 days from 
the due date of tender. In case successful bidders does not turn out for signing the contract 
OR does not respond to the contract, the EMD already paid shall be forfeited and no claim will 
be entertained. We will not be held responsible in late refunding of EMD due to whatsoever 
reason. 
8.1 In case bidder do not meet minimum legal/statutory requirement required by AFD, offer will 
be stands rejected. In such cases a token penalty will be levied, as per AFD management 
discretion (Maximum up to Rs. 5000/-) 

 
8. Name, address and telephone number of two reputed references of respected citizen of India 

like Doctors, Engineers, Lawyers etc. must be given along with the bid itself. The bid may not 
be considered without these references. 

 
9. The terms and conditions mentioned in this tender form would be integral part of the contract 

being executed between the parties. The scrap material should be lifted daily from the 
premises of AmulFed Dairy and PFP on "AS IS WHERE IS BASIS” by you at your expense.  

10. No segregation of the scrap material will be allowed at our premise while lifting of the scrap 
material. 
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11. The scrap material should be lifted everyday between 10 a.m. to 4 p.m (Except 
Sunday/Holiday). Failure to lift the scrap everyday shall invite penalty on the contract as 
deemed fit by the management of AmulFed Dairy. It will be contractor’s responsibility to 
keep scrap volume zero at AFD and PFP, once contract is awarded. 

12. The amount for material to be collected as well as the applicable tax amount should be 
deposited online at AmulFed Dairy’s Account.  The necessary receipt in advance should be 
produced and then only you will be allowed for lifting the of the scrap material. The scrap 
should be collected from our premise by your own arrangements. All the types of weighment/ 
counting or measurements & loading would be done in the presence of our authorized person 
& shall be considered as final. 

13. The contractor will take due care in performance of the contracted work in time & shall engage 
adequate personnel to ensure the same. The contractor shall not make any loss/ damage 
caused by the workmen engaged by them to the properties of AmulFed dairy and PFP. 

14. Waste Milk Pouch Scrap, should be collected only in the form it was generated. It shall be 
collected from AmulFed Dairy every day/schedule given by AFD. 

15. The contractor will have to abide by the directives of the AmulFed Dairy with regard to conduct 
and movement of his workmen in AmulFed Dairy and PFP premises. 

16. The Contractor has to remove and replace forthwith such of the workers who are found to be 
undesirable by the AmulFed Dairy. The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the acts of 
omission and commission of his workmen deployed for carrying out this work and shall 
indemnify the AmulFed Dairy against any damage to property and injury to limbs and loss of 
life of person(s) arising out of negligence and carelessness on the part of his workmen while 
carrying out his work and the cost of such damage/loss shall be recovered from the contractor.         

17. The Contractor will be responsible for any Govt. rules and laws applicable in connection with 
their workmen and AmulFed Dairy will not be responsible for the same. 

18. The scrap shall be lifted daily/given schedule without fail. If scrap is not lifted daily, the same 
shall be disposed off by us at prevailing prices and loss occurred due to this to AmulFed Dairy 
in sale of material, transportation, loading etc. shall be recovered from EMD or will have to be 
paid by contractor. Penalty of 10% of the invoice value of the scrap disposed off shall be 
recovered from the contractor/ EMD. 

19. The AmulFed Dairy would be free to engage workers from outside or/ otherwise to the work, in 
the event of contractor, fails to perform the work and all cost, damages, if any on this behalf 
shall be entirely to the account of the contractor as explained above. 

20. During the contract period. If the performance of the contractor is not satisfactory then contract can be 
terminated after giving two (02) written notices through Registered A.D and in such cases the EMD/ 
CMD may be forfeited. In this regards, no further correspondence would be entertained.          

21. Any dispute between the contractor and the AmulFed Dairy will be settled by mutual discussion only and 
the decision of the General Manger of AmulFed Dairy shall be final and binding on both the parties. In 
case a legal settlement is resorted to as a last option, the jurisdiction of such settlement will be 
Ahmedabad only. 

22. AFD strictly prohibit use of Tobacco in any form. Such acts will be strictly penalized @ Rs. 5000/- per act 
along with to permanent no entry to the driver, cleaner or any of your workers identified. Also ensure to 
follow all safety norms (given in link in terms no 26) while working in AFD/PFP premises. Safety shoes if 
compulsory for person coming for lifting of scrap material.  

23.  You are requested to refer below link for "General Terms, conditions, circulars and policies" 
which are applicable while dealing with AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar and Packaging Film Plant, 
Gandhinagar.Amul (nextcloud) :  https://nextcloud.amul.in/index.php/s/q5jrfYdB27AH3P5 

24. Management reserves the rights to accept or reject any/ all bids offered by bidders, without assigning 
any reasons. Management decision in this regard would be considered as final and binding to all. No 
further communications/ complaints will be entertained in this matter. 

25. AmulFed Dairy, Bhat reserves the right to award contract on one or more parties as deemed fit by the 
management and same shall be binding to all bidders. It will not be binding on us to award contract only 
on highest offer basis. . Management decision in this regard would be considered as final and binding to 
all. No further communications/ complaints will be entertained in this matter. 

26. Parties/ Vendors, which were blacklisted by AmulFed Dairy earlier cannot participate in the bidding 
process, however if it comes to knowledge of AmulFed Dairy that such blacklisted Parties/ Vendors have 
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submitted offers by other names or sister concern, their bid shall not be considered and shall be rejected 
summarily without assigning any reason. 

27. AmulFed Dairy reserves the right to terminate the contract without assigning any reason. Decision of 
General Manager– AmulFed Dairy shall be final and binding to all. 

28. We are an ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2004 and ISO 22000:2005 certified unit. We follow eco-friendly 
processes, which helps in sustainable & safe up keeping of an environment. We also encourage 
renewable energy like Solar. We expect same procedure to be followed in your unit. Please ensure 
maximum recycling of material lifted from AmulFed Dairy and PFP. We are also committed for food 
safety and human safety on highest level. 

29. You will ensure that scrap materials lifted from AmulFed Dairy and PFP are not used in harmful activities 
for environment. You shall submit in writing disposal plan for the material being lifted from AmulFed 
Dairy and PFP.  

30. You should have valid GPCB or CPCB or any pollution control board  consent and 
approval /registration for handling/recycling of plastic waste/hazardous waste/E Waste 
for material being lifted from AmulFed Dairy and PFP for all items as applicable 

31. For applicable items, bidder must registered on CPCB portal for require category (CAT- I 
to IV).  Bidder must pass EPR credit to Brand Owner for items being lifted from AFD/PFP 
on time to time basis as per format decided by CPCB.   

32. Your deposit will be release after successfully completion of contract and EPR credit 
passing on CPCB portal for material being lifted from AFD/PFP.  In case of non-
compliance of above, we shall recover equivalent amount for EPR credit quantity from 
bidders by any mode. In such cases, all available deposit will be forfeited.   

33. In case of any non-compliance of   GPCB/CPCB norms for item lifted from AFD and PFP, 
bidders will only answerable/responsible for any queries from GPCB/CPCB. 

34. You are again requested to study all terms & condition carefully to avoid confusion at later stage. 
 
Thanking You,   
 
 For AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar 
 
Authorized Signatory 
Encl: Tender bid format. 
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INQUIRY NO: AFD: PUR: SCRAP: 2023:12                                   DUE DATE: 15.12.2023 
To 
 
General Manager 
AmulFed Dairy 
Village: Bhat, Dist: Gandhinagar-382 428 
  
Dear Sir, 
Sub. : Disposal of Scrap items. 
We have gone through the terms & conditions of this contract, & understood them well. We are 
ready to lift the material as per the terms & conditions enclosed. We are pleased to offer our most 
lucrative rates for scrap items as under along with DD for amount shown in the column of EMD. 
 

SCRAP ITEMS FOR AFD AND PFP 

Sr. 
No 

Category for 
Pollution 
Controal 
Board 
Requirement 

Description  

UOM  Location Approx. 
Estimated       

Qty 

EMD 
(RS) Offered  

Rate             
(Rs per 
Unit) 

1 E waste SCRAP:ELE. TUBE LIGHT 
SCRAP KG AFD/PFP 250 2500   

2 CAT I  
PLASTIC CARBOYS 65 LTR 
(Including Cut/open / with - 
without Lids) 

EA AFD 50 1500 
  

3 CAT I  
SCRAP : 10 kg Ghee Bucket 
(Including Cut/open / with - 
without Lids) 

EA AFD 50 2000 
  

4 CAT I  SCRAP:PLASTIC BOTTLE KG AFD 100 1500   

5 CAT I  SCRAP: BROKEN CRATE 
CRUMBS (CHURA) KG AFD 500 2500  

6 CAT I  SCRAP: 90 KG PLASTIC 
DRUM EA AFD 25 2500  

7 CAT II SCRAP : ICECREAM 
LAMINATE WASTE - WET KG AFD 15000 10000  

8 CAT II SCRAP: WET GHEE 
POUCH/PLASTIC ETC KG AFD 600 1000  

9 GLASS 
SCRAP:GLASS BTL SCRAP 
(Includes all kind of Glass 
and Glassware) 

KG AFD/PFP 900 2500 
 

10 NA SCRAP: PVC USED 
COOLING TOWER FINS KG AFD/PFP 800 1000  

11 NA SCRAP: UNUSABLE PLANT 
WASTE KG AFD 6000 5000  

12 NA SCRAP : PVC PIPES 
WHITE & GREY KG PFP 300 2500  

13 NA 
SCRAP:GARBAGE (WAX 
PAPER/MOUNTING TAPE/ 
Wrapper/ label) 

KG PFP 12000 10000 
 

14 NA SCRAP : VPP PRINTED 
(GRIND) KG PFP 9000 2500  

15 NA SCRAP : VPP UN PRINTED 
(GRIND) KG PFP 1500 2500  

16 NA SCRAP:DAMAGED 
CARTON / PAPER BOARD KG AFD 300 5000  
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17 NA 

SCRAP:PUTHA & ROLL 
DRUM 
(Including Cut/open / with - 
without Lids) 

EA AFD 50 2500 
 

18 NA SCRAP:TYRE TUBE SMALL 
& BIG ALL TYPE KG AFD 100 2500  

19 NA 
SCRAP: NONWOVEN 
POYSTER BAG-BAG 
FILTER 

KG AFD 300 1000 
 

20 NA USED CELL PAD 
(FAV/AHU) KG PFP 1000 2500  

21 NA USED PRINTING PHOTO 
POLYMER PLATE KG PFP 500 2500  

22 NA WOOD BRANCHES STEMS 
(DALI /JALAU) KG PFP 8000 1000  

Above quoted rates are Exclusive of taxes which would be extra at actual. Invoicing will be done 
and taxes will applicable, as per government levies. 
 
Notes: 1) Approx. Estimated Qty. mentioned above is purely based on assumption and 

production pattern and are indicative in nature. It is given for the purpose of clarity and it 
does not have any commercial obligation.  
2) AFD = AmulFed Dairy, Gandhinagar, Plot No. 35, Village: Bhat, Near Indira Bridge, 
Dist.: Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad – Gandhinagar Highway, PIN 382 428 
3) PFP = Packaging Film Plant, Opposite Madhur Dairy, Sector 25, GIDC Electronic 
Estate, Gandhinagar, PIN 382 044 

 
 
Name of firm       
 
Contact Person and Phone No  
 
Address 
                        Seal & Signature of bidder’s firm  
Date 
 
References:  
 
(1) Name       (2) Name   
     
    Occupation                       Occupation   
 
    Address               Address   
 
 
 
     Phone No             Phone No  
 
Details of EMD Submitted with Tender Form:     
 
RTGS Details.                  URT no,                      Banks Name  


